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ABSTRACT The 2012- 2013 ATRC Lab Operations IQP project pursued the goal of collecting the previous 5 years of development research conducted by previous IQP projects and, in conjunction with newly developed plans, implement a system to organize the lab’s facilities, streamline the reuse of existing research, and nourish the development of new projects via in-lab courses, IQP’s, MQP’s, and Ph.D. programs.  Following initial efforts to establish a firm operating foundation within the ATRC, our IQP worked to reestablish the assistive technology community at WPI through promotion of the Engineering Projects in Community Service (EPICS) club.  Through development of the on campus community, the project worked to form an organization that will maintain a consistent and reliable outreach program which will both promote the ATRC and assistive technology program at WPI and provide students with service oriented outreach opportunities where they may gain relevant experience while contributing to individuals in the community.  
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1 INTRODUCTION Assistive technology (AT) is technology whose purpose to create assistive, adaptive and rehabilitative devices for people with disabilities. Assistive technology has applications to disabilities in mobility, cognition, hearing and seeing. Some of the assistive technology devices which are most familiar to the general public are mobility devices such as wheelchairs, walkers, and prosthesis that provide assistance for amputees.   Additionally, accessibility software and electronic systems are frequently used to aid individuals with disabilities that create challenges to using computers or other information technologies.  These electronic aids include text telephone (TTY) for individuals with hearing impairments and “text to speech” software that converts literary material to audiobook format automatically. Over the past years, many organizations, laws and services have arisen due to society’s understanding of the need to assist people with disabilities. In 1988, the Technology-Related Assistance for Individuals with Disabilities Act (The Tech Act) legalized the definitions of assistive technology. The act has been amended and modified in the following years but the original definitions of assistive technology as developed in 1988 has been consistent throughout.  The definition of an assistive technology device is  “…any item, piece of equipment or product system, whether acquired commercially off the shelf, modified, or customized, that is used to increase, maintain, or improve functional capabilities of individuals with disabilities.” (United States House of Congress, 1988) There are many organizations, services and foundations dedicated to the field of assistive technology in Massachusetts. Generally, AT focused organizations and service providers strive for the inclusion of people with disabilities in society through various means such as directing public resources, providing commercial products or developing novel AT programs on their own. Many foundations also strive to give monetary support not only to people with disabilities but also centers that specialize in design and manufacturing assistive technology. However, very few of them focus on the technical aspect of creating customized AT devices. Realistically, not every AT device available on the 
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market will fit the individual’s specific needs. Therefore, the best way to address this problem is to have a specialized regional center with an interdisciplinary team from the engineering, information technology and medical fields that are able to take on specialized assignments. Understanding such needs, Professor Hoffman and Ault from the Mechanical Engineering Department at Worcester Polytechnic Institute (WPI) founded the Assistive Technology Resource Center (ATRC) in 1999 when the Fairlawn Foundation of Worcester awarded funding to the Rehabilitation Engineering Laboratory at WPI. Ever since then, the ATRC has been working to fulfill the technological needs of individuals within WPI and throughout the central Massachusetts with a particular focus on those needs related to physical handicaps.  Starting in 2008, ten years after the establishment of the ATRC, a series of Interactive Qualifying Projects have taken place focusing on the re-evaluation and improvement of ATRC lab operations. The goal of these projects has been to implement and recommend solutions to keep the ATRC open for many years to come.  This project is the fifth to participate in the maintenance of the operational abilities of the ATRC. While there have been many recommendations and dedicated efforts by previous IQP’s, this team’s goal was to expand on previous work by investigating problem areas that were in need of continuing attention, refining previous solutions if needed, and ultimately suggesting and implementing additional solutions to improve the lab’s operation. The overall goal of this project was to structure a system that would be capable of fulfilling the lab’s long term needs. 
2 BACKGROUND 
2.1 History of the ATRC Professor Hoffman and Ault proposed founding the Assistive Technology Resource Center at WPI in 1998 to address the need for a centralized location that could provide the customized assistive technology products and development services for the Worcester community while at the same time delivering hands on experience to WPI students developing prototypes for projects related to assistive technology. Even before the center 
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was fully established, WPI students closely collaborated with Massachusetts Hospital School and other Worcester public schools to fulfill the specific needs of many unique clients. Therefore, the founding of the WPI ATRC served to further expand campus community networks to be able to better serve AT needs in the region and consequently, expose WPI students to practical engineering problems on a more frequent basis.  Since 1999, with the help of funding from the Fairlawn Foundation, the ATRC has operated within the Rehabilitation Engineering Laboratory at WPI. (Hoffman & Ault, Implementation of Best Practices in the ATRC, 2007)The mission of the center as described in the ATRC website is as follows:  “The mission of the ATRC is to foster the use of assistive technology through 
collaboration with professionals associated with local and regional clinical, educational, 
governmental and social service organizations that serve persons with disabilities. The ATRC 
disseminates technical information regarding the availability and use of assistive devices. 
When an appropriate commercial device is not available, the ATRC will collaborate with 
cooperating organizations in developing modifications to existing devices or the design of a 
custom device. The ATRC focuses on mechanical and electromechanical devices.” WPI ATRC  Aiming for this mission, the ATRC strives to accomplish the two main objectives as follows: 1. To provide a centralized information resource for rehabilitation professionals within 
the region.  2. To provide a technically based resource for either the modification, or the design and 
development of customized assistive devices.  (Hoffman, Ault, & Catricala, 2001) 
2.2 Overview of the ATRC The ATRC is located in the Rehabilitation Engineering Laboratory (HL 129) on the first floor of Higgins Laboratories of WPI Mechanical Engineering Department. It has an area of 700 square feet. Higgins Laboratories is one of the oldest buildings on campus and 
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is the home to courses lectures, laboratories and research centers related to Mechanical Engineering with an additional focus on Biomedical Engineering.   The ATRC supports projects and research by undergraduates as well as graduates in the area of AT. The three undergraduate courses associated with the ATRC are Introduction to Engineering (ES 1020), Introduction to Engineering Design (ME 2300) and Rehabilitation Engineering (ME 3506). The first two courses introduce freshmen and sophomores to engineering design process through engineering projects which encompass activities from the definition of design concepts, to development and evaluation of a prototype at the Rehabilitation Engineering Laboratory. The last course, ME 3506, particularly emphasizes the design of devices for individuals with mobility challenges, perfectly aligning with the ATRC’s core mission.  All projects from these undergraduate courses are not more than 7 weeks long and are therefore relatively small and less refined than Major Qualifying Projects MQPs which generally span 3 terms. Many of the outstanding projects built within the ATRC come from externally sponsored MQPs and can be seen on display there regularly.  Frequent users of the ATRC lab include undergraduate students from IQPs, MQPs and lower level courses. Students use many ATRC services and equipment including metal and wood working hand tools to design, assembly, and prototype testing devices.  Prior to the start of the ATRC management IQP’s, students had been responsible for self-managing necessary lab logistics and standard operations to conduct projects in an organized manner.  With the start of the Operations IQP’s, the lab has grown to allow project staff to look after the donated AT devices such as wheelchairs and walkers as well as increase lab availability for students.  Under the direction of Professor Hoffman and Ault the ATRC has also developed an active Community Outreach program and extracurricular activity program. Students of the ATRC aim to increase the awareness of issues faced by individuals with disabilities and the availability of assistive technology services in the Worcester region by giving presentations, and  demonstrations to public schools, youth groups, adult organizations and senior centers. Annually in the summer, the ATRC holds a one-day Disability Awareness workshop for middle school girls as part of WPI’s Camp REACH. In order to 
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keep the networks of the ATRC updated, ATRC sends out newsletter once par academic semester to students, lab partners and organizations which have signed up for the mailing list.  (see 8.10.3 ATRC 2013 Spring Newsletter)  Another program the ATRC strongly supports is Engineering Projects in Community Service (EPICS). The EPICS organization was originally founded at Purdue University in 1995 to develop student skills while fulfilling the role of a local community service organization.  This goal is strongly connected with that of the WPI undergraduate courses ES 1020, ME 2300 and ME 3506.  Students from these vertically integrated classes continually build on earlier skills when participating in EPICS projects.  EPICS also encourages participation from students in different majors who want to pursue something beyond academic coursework and make an engineering difference in the society through accessibility and assistive technology design.   WPI EPICS has associated with the ATRC and collaborated with other central Massachusetts service organizations such as Glavin Regional Center. WPI EPICS is also an international consortium member of EPICS along with other universities including Penn State University, Princeton University, and Dartmouth College.  Due to its outstanding commitment to community service, WPI EPICS was recognized with a second place award in a national video contest sponsored by the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) in 2010. The video included images of college students engaged in fun and meaningful engineering activities that really connected to the society and it inspired judges and many middle-school students. (Herzog & Oo, ATRC Flash Drive Digital Archive, 2013) The partner with which the ATRC has most frequently collaborated is the Massachusetts Hospital School. Being in close proximity to WPI, Massachusetts Hospital School focusses on technology development for individuals with Cerebral Palsy, Muscular Dystrophy, Spinal Cord Injury, amongst others.  Other organizations working with WPI to serve similar communities include Seven Hills Pediatric Center at Groton and Glavin Regional Center. Assistive technology developed for these facilities range from wheelchair modification and add-ons to therapeutic devices.  Finally, the ATRC hopes to renew work with Worcester Public Schools so that it can connect to the community through youth and parents by presenting information sessions and holding engineering demonstrations.  
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 Beyond review of established connections, an investigation was made of new national institutions and foundations focused on assistive technology. Rehabilitation Engineering and Assistive Technology Society of North America (RESNA) has defined a set of “Standards of Practice” as a code of conduct to be promoted in AT practices, which the ATRC has been consistently following.  (United States House of Congress, 1988)  Federal organizations such as Disability.gov, the U.S Department of Education and the National Institute on Disability and Rehabilitation Research (NIDRR) maximizes inclusion of and development for individuals through a collection of internet resources and research materials as well as through grants to AT organizations and individuals with disabilities.  (Herzog & Oo, ATRC Flash Drive Digital Archive, 2013)  Lastly, it is important to assess AT centers in colleges and universities. The University of Massachusetts, Lowell is one of the few nearby collegiate AT centers which have similar goals to the ATRC. Many other university programs focus on providing disability services in the area of cognitive development as well as hearing and visual learning assistance to students on campus rather than AT development as a whole.   The common focus of most university AT centers is to supply custom solutions specifically to members of its student body.  While WPI has a well-established division in charge of managing services for students with special needs, interaction with this department, the ATRC, and similar offices on other college campuses remains an unexplored area for growth. (Trimby & Lyons, 2008) 
2.3 Previous Studies  The operation of the ATRC has evolved since its inception in 2004 as the number of student users passing through the lab has grown and the field of assistive technology has rapidly transformed.  At the outset of this project a review of previous work was conducted in order to establish a foundation for the new work that was to be done.  This included a re-evaluated list of goals based on the criteria for progress laid out in 2007 by Professors Hoffman and Ault.  This specification was created along with the initiation of an IQP whose participants would maintain the operational state of the lab.  (Thamilavel, 1999) Since then, there have been four IQPs associated with the ATRC operations.  Each one was reviewed extensively and provided a high quality reference for understanding the past work which had been completed in the ATRC. 
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2.3.1 Lyons and Trimby Study (2008) Lyons and Trimby were the first IQP students review the operations of the Assistive Technology Resource Center (ATRC).  As the first IQP group, they created a 5 year plan to keep the ATRC operating in accordance with its founding objectives. The 5-year plan was developed based on information collected from surveys sent out to clinical, educational, government and social service organizations.  Although the 5 year plan was not strictly followed, it did serve as a guide to the following IQP’s. In the 5 year plan, the focus on internal operations is paramount and is recognized as a critical precursor to any work that might be done developing off campus contacts.  The proposed internal ATRC operations guide included a cash flow projection, defined discrete roles for the ATRC staff, as well as outlining a website, contacts database and a guide for future use of the ATRC lab space.  (Lyons, Trimby, 2008)  The small list of the ATRC contacts were categorized into schools, university AT centers, AT relevant organizations and previous students and clients.  One useful insight provided along with their database guide was that of cross referencing the ATRC’s mission and activities goals with those of the contacts as well as prioritizing off campus contacts by their geographic distance from WPI.  For the website development, Lyons and Trimby used Web Development for Firefox and set the website in accordance with W3C guidelines. Lastly, to improve the visual appearance of the laboratory space, they suggested activities such as re-arranging the tools, storing the completed projects so as to be observable by visitors and performing a weekly walk-through for campus guests.   Their IQP was analyzed to pin point ideas which could be integrated into the current IQP as well as to be learned through their experience.  The main challenge to the Lyons and Trimby IQP was their intention to make large-scale changes to the lab which was ultimately not possible within the time constraints of their IQP. Little work was done in the actual implementation of their proposed solutions and therefore the following IQP’s did not have the stepping stones expected during their own consideration of requirements for completing the five year plan.   
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2.3.2 Hristov, Mawhiney and Wilson Study (2009)  As a continuation of the Lyons and Trimby study, Hristov, Mawhiney and Wilson were able to execute many of the recommendations from the Lyons and Trimby study. The three main improvements coming out from their IQP were reorganization of the lab, the development of a Microsoft Access project database, and the compilation of a list including around 50 potential local affiliates.  This group physically reorganized the lab by generally following the suggestions from the previous IQP group. The countertops were all cleared and similar items and tools were all organized in the drawers.  The whole facility was labeled in a manner that was intended to be maintainable in the future.   Additionally, a floor plan of the active lab space was produced along with recommendations for an optimized floor plan works towards goals of efficiency and safety inside the working environment.   This group went through the hardcopies of IQPs and MQPs pursued within the ATRC dating from 1989 to 2009. They set up a new index system and categorized the projects in Microsoft Access to allow the users to be able to find a certain topic area in a given category. This was meant to stimulate interest and ideas in students and clients and give an overview of the accomplished projects. The categories in Microsoft Access project database include; Date (mm/ yyyy), Project Name, Status, Student(s), Advisor(s), Abstract, Awards, Online, Web Page Name, Primary Disability, Assistive Technology, Context and Client Age. In the hope of handing over the database to the next IQP group, they also provided instructions on how to create categories and store information in the Microsoft Access file making the Microsoft Access database and CAD floor plan two major accomplishments for the 2009 team. 
2.3.3 George and Kalluri Study (2010)  George and Kalluri made up the third IQP to work in the ATRC and focused on optimizations particularly in the areas of marketing and documentation. George and Kalluri expanded the ATRC project database by the Hristov, Mawhiney & Wilson study through comprehensive documentation of all projects completed within the ATRC. George and Kalluri developed a general format for the summary of each project in order to include a 
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problem statement, description and result of the final design when documenting every project. They also assigned keywords for each of the projects. Their database is comprised of 61 projects in total - nine outstanding class projects from undergraduate courses, one independent study project and seven MS thesis in addition to IQPs and MQPs. Their database was compiled in a Microsoft word document.  George and Kalluri also created a marketing document which is a collection of selected projects that represent an informative overview of devices developed with the ATRC.  They proposed that these marketing documents shall be distributed to potential clients and sponsors.   Our team extracted the data about in-class, EPICs and MS theses from George and Kallur Study so they could be integrated into the format of the Microsoft Access database by Hristov, Mawhiney and Wilson. Unfortunately, neither of the databases created by these two studies saw a great deal of use by either the students or the clients in the ATRC due to access not being available in a manner that was convenient to the intended audience. 
2.3.4 Begins and Zeveska Study (2012)  Begins and Zeveska’s IQP on ATRC Communications was the most recent preceding IQP. The group put forth a significant effort to make the lab self-sustainable and operate efficiently without close supervision. Deciding that the ATRC project and client database were advanced enough to provide an adequate framework for communicating with potential clients and WPI students, Begins and Zeveska concentrated on improving the lab operation, procedures and outreach activities. The overall goals they pursued were most highly aligned with those pursued by this IQP team.  Begins and Zeveska, in addition to cleaning the ATRC, went a step further than Hristov, Mawhiney & Wilson by developing a schematic of the lab which shows the layout of the room and accurately depicts what each drawer and cabinet contains. They also documented tool inventory and supply inventory. These inventories were intended to allow the lab users and the project supervisor to keep track of the existing tools and to reorder consumable supplies when they became low.  In addition, they encouraged the lab users to return the tools to the right location when they have used them. 
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The team drafted Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) to entirely restructure administration of the ATRC. First, they defined roles and responsibilities of a lab manger, a position which has been unoccupied since 2010, and those of other students/ staff. The SOP also contains templates for the ATRC brochures, newsletter and tool and supply inventory. Second, they emphasized the need to release an updated newsletter twice a year to the entire WPI community as well as to the ATRC networks. Overall, the team made significant improvement in optimizing the lab’s efficiency and communications.  To promote communications within WPI and outside contacts, the group launched websites for the ATRC as well as EPICS at WPI. While the website was first proposed by Lyons and Trimby in 2008, this was the first instance of the site actually being put online.  They made an attempt to recruit students, particularly from ES 1020, ME 2300 and ME 3506 that had a desire to continue projects from the design classes. Although there were a reasonable number of interested students, availability was not consistent for the extended length of time required causing updates to the projects remained incomplete. Even so, Begins and Zevesaka’s study offered great insights as to the strategies and priorities for the current IQP.  
3 IMPLEMENTATION The objective of the 2012 - 2013 ATRC Operations IQP was to improve the capability of the lab to support student projects on a continuing basis while developing lasting relationships between WPI, other educational facilities, assistive technology users and professional industry. A major component of this year’s project included implementation of ideas from previous teams as well as our own newly developed ones.  Based on the large number of unknown variables, the team’s strategy was to conduct sufficient background research so as to be confident of a successful outcome and then documenting the work so that future groups may pick up work where it was left off.  It is also understood from the outset that in case of an obstacle being encountered that new objectives would be set based on the activities that were possible. The team’s activities for the 2012-2013 year are outlined as follows. 1. Database and Archive Construction: 
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a. To create internal ATRC databases allowing for field searchable archival of  three primary information sources: i. Past “Best of Class” course term project papers, IQP papers and MQP papers. ii. Organizational contact records listing the personal information of individuals working with the lab as well as potential sponsors. iii. Online Assistive Technology resources assisting ATRC projects with innovation technology and AT devices. b. To work with the WPI Gordon Library in developing its system for creating a digital library for the campus and integrating an institutional digital repository for grouping materials discussing specific topics or pertaining to specific research.  Due to the fact that the university’s program is in its infancy, the IQP group’s secondary goal was to act as a “Use Case” supporting the school’s program as well as the ATRC’s effort to develop a readily searchable reference for the largest audience possible. 2. ATRC Organization and Operation a. To implement an ATRC wide organizational system to maintain a clean, safe and functional educational workspace. b. To lend past project experience toward developing the most appropriate and affordable equipment inventory possible. c. To provide students using the lab with instructional materials and research assistance working towards the goal of eliminating work interruptions for information retrieval and training. d. To compile a tool inventory database with wall mounted printout and associated graphical storage map to allow lab staff simplified facility upkeep and a consistent list of the equipment available within the lab.  In contrast to previous efforts as well as initial activities this year, this system is not intended as a tool checkout system.  A “high value” item list is provided incase future administrations consider its use justified given new demands placed on the lab. 
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e. To construct a robust archive of past ATRC operational and instructional material as well as the resources that were developed over the course of this project with the goal of supporting future IQP groups. 3. Outreach Activities a. To integrate the EPICS and ATRC websites and incorporate whatever functional updates are possible in addition to correction of outdated information. b. To produce one organization newsletter for the close of two terms. c. To develop an outreach program that promotes bringing together WPI students with local and national organizations associated with assistive technology, as well as other colleges and youth education entities.  
3.1 Archival The first approach taken by the team was to further extend the existing IQP database produced by the proceeding five years of research from Operations IQP groups. The ATRC database is not only limited to IQPs & MQPs, but other academic work as well.  Additionally, a private contacts database was created incorporating past and present ATRC contacts.  To make the databases’ format familiar to as wide an audience as possible, the IQP team compiled then in Microsoft Access.  These databases include files for Projects, Contacts, Resources, and the Digital Commons.   The Digital Commons archive includes research and other information being developed in conjunction with the WPI Gordon Library.  All of these files are also backed up on the ATRC flash drive. 
3.1.1 ATRC Internal Databases As stated in the background of the project, previous IQPs have recorded almost a complete archive of projects associated with the ATRC from 1989 to 2010. The most up to date database is that developed by the George and Kalluri study, consisting of 61 projects in total including IQPs, MQPs, nine outstanding course projects and seven M.S. theses.  The database by the Hristov, Mawhiney and Wilson study has a total of 69 projects including only IQPs and MQPs. In addition, Hristov, Mawhiney & Wilson developed a list of 50 local 
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potential affiliates in a PDF. Our goal has been to compile the databases created by the previous IQPs and bring them current with correct information for the 2012 year, and to build a system where the project database is stored and readily accessible for all WPI students and faculty.  It was found that all of the above mentioned databases and resources have remained unused in the office computer or on the project reports server since the time they were first created. It is believed that because most of the ATRC users rely on the project database search tool provided by the Gordon Library to retrieve the projects, and that such in depth information is not searchable, it becomes highly difficult to locate.   Research indicated that the database maintained by the Gordon Library has several such limitations. Firstly, it only houses electronic copies of IQPs and MQPs from 1999 to the present. Secondly, because of the massive volume of information that is required to be stored, the library system only indexes (and thus limits searches) to the abstract of a paper and certain keywords that might have been added to the index when a now disabled keyword inclusion system was running.  Thus, while users may find reports associated with the lab, extracting specific project details is not possible without going through individual project by project searches.  The new database compiled by the IQP team was intended to solve this problem and create a path to providing such a tool as a WPI community resource.  It was during this process that the upgrade plans for the Gordon Library’s collection were discovered, in which case the goal of the archive project became first, to create private resources for use only within the ATRC by administrative staff such as the contacts list and second, to collect as much information as possible to prepare the lab for becoming an early adopter of the Digital Commons system being rolled out by the Gordon library.  The system chosen to house the internal database was Microsoft Access because it is not only readily available to students in the WPI community for free, but because it is also easily updatable and user-friendly. In addition, there were already Microsoft Access files created by Lyons and Trimby making data import and update much simpler. The new Access databases improve search capability, navigation and attractiveness of the users’ interface to the program, in contrast to the standard interfaces from previous 
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efforts.  The purpose is to encourage students and faculty to frequently use the program and to ensure minimal technical difficulty during searches and updates. 
3.1.1.1 Microsoft Access Project Database Features The new Access project database makes use of fields similar to those of the earlier databases and was heavily influenced by earlier contributions by Lyons, Trimby, George, Kalluri and Professor Hoffman. It does exclude two categories; “Status of the Project” and “Available Online?” and adds a new category “Project Type.” Several other fields of category which were not populated in the Lyons and Trimby version were also filled. In addition, the group made extensive study of the George and Kalluri database to modify and add fields for the two categories “Primary Disability and “Assistive Technology”. The following table shows the outline of the ATRC Projects Database.  
 
Figure 3-1: Project Database Data Field Options
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 As shown in the next figure, the users’ interface for data import and storage in Access is a form called “Projects”. It is where search terms and descriptions will be entered or selected from the drop down menu. Clicking the next button will display the search results or a new black form if no search hits are found. 
  
Figure 3-2: Project Database Add in/Look up Interface  In order to make the “Projects” archive more user friendly, the group developed another form called “SearchProjects” which differentiates this database significantly from the Gordon Library services as well as those from previous IQPs in that is provides a full text search through all documents in the database.  Additionally, database was programmed to index new materials added to the archive, there by automating the update process. The window below shows the simplicity of this program. Once the user has typed in the keywords in the desired fields and clicked the “Search” button, the table of related results will show up.  
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Figure 3-3: Project Database Search Interface The Projects database is updated to include MQPs and IQPs submitted through spring of 2013. This database is made available electronically from the ATRC flash drive for any future group associated with the ATRC. (Herzog & Oo, ATRC Flash Drive Digital Archive, 2013) 
3.1.1.2 Microsoft Access Contacts and AT Resources Database Successful operation of the ATRC has always demanded the ability to compile and maintain an effective contacts list, not to mention that maintaining such information is one of the ATRC’s main objectives. These two requirements encourage the group to come up with the ATRC Contacts and AT Resources database. The content of the database encompasses past and potential clients, internet resources, search engines indexing current AT practices and devices, foundations and national organizations offering grants to AT related efforts.  Many students working on AT related projects will find this database valuable since they need to do background research while developing design concepts for a device.  This database will only be made available electronically on the flash drive at the ATRC office due the presence of confidential contact information. (Herzog & Oo, ATRC Flash Drive Digital Archive, 2013) 
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 To confirm the value of an entry in the resources database, the team checked two main criteria, whether it shares the ATRC’s goal of improving the lives of individuals with disabilities, and whether it is within 50 miles of the city of Worcester. Search engines capable of targeting this area, such as AbleData, DisabilityInfo.org and AssistiveTech.net are great tools to search related AT products, services and organizations. They include search filters sorting results by vendor, provider, organization or location. Using these resources the team added approximately 40 entries to the database. The rest of the database was expanded by filtering a list of fifty potential clients created by Hristov, Mawhiney and Wilson in accordance with the two criteria mentioned above.  This database follows the same format as the projects database. The following shows the outline of the contacts and resources databases. 
 
Figure 3-4: Client and Resource Data Field Options Forms for “ClientsResources” and “SearchClientsResources” are provided below. 
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Figure 3-5: Outreach Database Search Interface 
 
Figure 3-6: Outreach Database Add in/ Look up Interface  The group also discovered hardcopies of old contact lists compiled in 2005 in the ATRC office. The contacts included information for 50 to70 individuals in AT related organizations however, because of the age of the information, was not incorporated into 
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the new Contacts database.  It was recognized that there still might be valuable information contained in that list so the hardcopies were scanned and made available on the backup flash drive in the ATRC office.   
3.1.2 Collaboration with Gordon Library 
3.1.2.1 Initial Motivations While the internal Projects database is effective for organizing all  ATRC information for the limited audience who understands how to use it, for public information sharing purposes there are many benefits to a professionally managed resource administrated by the Gordon Library staff in conjunction with future IQP teams.   The product being implemented to accomplish this goal on a campus wide scale is a digital repository system called the Digital Commons which was purchased from the company Bepress for the project which started in early October 2012. The repository itself is a service maintained by the Gordon Library that has the ability to include specifically selected materials as organized by individual departments within the institute, creating what can be seen as a Google style resource with “deep web” full text search capabilities as decided by the rights administrators. The team found Digital Commons to also be a resource for conveniently sharing materials and research work not associated with IQPs and MQPs such as outstanding class projects, independent studies, or EPICS activities, allowing it to function as a fully configurable research tool as well as a marketing & outreach tool for both internal and off campus target groups. Since the Digital Commons project is just getting started, it was decided to focus the immediate efforts of collecting information for future groups, developing a fully featured version of the Access database files, and providing as much information as possible to the following teams who will have the opportunity to fully take advantage of the new system.  During the course of this year’s IQP, the team had the opportunity to act as use case group for the Gordon Library Digital Initiatives team which included the opportunity to provide feedback regarding system needs from the students’ perspective as well as input regarding the various ways that our team envisioned such a system being utilized.  The hand off point for this part of the team’s project will be to define a problem statement and provide a set of 
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guidelines for the future IQP group to work from while building the ATRC Digital Commons site.  (see 2.c.i Project proposal to WPI Gordon Library.) 
3.1.2.2 Preparation for ATRC Digital Commons site The team submitted its use case report to the Gordon Library in early November and conducted follow up meetings with the Digital Initiatives Librarian, Jessica Colati, and other Gordon Library personnel.  (see 8.3: Database Proposal to Gordon Library) During these follow up meetings demonstrations of the Digital Commons product were seen to allow uploads of video, images, Office documents and PDFs. Research materials and publications can be contributed by faculty members as well as students in the WPI community and can easily accommodate “limited time,” content such as conference and special event postings as well as upload links for submissions on a focus research topic.  Just like the existing MQP and IQP database served through the Gordon Library, the Digital Commons pages can be indexed by search engines such as Google and moderated through settings which allow varied levels of viewing rights. Depending on the type of access the individual has to a Digital Commons site, community contribution areas can be established, allowing for certain areas to function along the lines of a Wiki.  Changes to this and other content can also be followed by interested users through news feeds (RSS) allowing activity updates and improved communication between research contributors and their various audiences. From a management standpoint, the main advantage of the Digital Commons system is the ability to allow distributed administration with various responsibilities delegated to the students, staff or faculty most appropriate. Future IQP groups will be responsible for constructing a user friendly layout that allows easy navigation of ATRC content and deciding how to merge new content opportunities with the organizations existing web presence. The four main content areas outlined by the team are as follows: 1. Publication 2. Projects 3. EPICS  
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4. ATRC Resources The materials in Projects, EPICS and ATRC Resources should be linked with the existing Gordon Library project database and ATRC website. Much of the content for the ATRC Digital Commons page can be extracted from the Microsoft Access database developed by the team however, because material beyond that intended for release on the reports server is now stored on the flash drive, all major content upload plans should be approved by the appropriate instructor to insure private information is not disclosed. As the next step, the future team should take advantage of features that can strengthen communication between the audience and the writers such as posting videos and updated news in EPICS and ATRC resources. Regular updates can now easily be integrated within the curriculum of courses utilizing the ATRC, however adoption of this technology will be the responsibility of future IQP teams who will need to coordinate with the Gordon Library’s Digital Initiatives staff and gain an appropriate understanding of web development tools.  As was seen in the last team meeting with library staff, early adopter sites have already provided campus divisions the ability to integrate normal web content with searchable scholarly research articles.  Considering the power of this resource for delivering information to the individuals searching for it, future groups are highly encouraged to explore this avenue as a means of creating a single, unified digital resource for all ATRC and EPICS digital content needs.  
3.1.3 Archival of Project Report CD’s to Flash Drive Backup Over the course of the term the IQP team located many CD’s as well as several “ZIP” magnetic disks in addition to a large archive of paper documents.  While the team’s immediate efforts revolved around creating the Projects database and Gordon Library Use Case, the degrading state of the digital materials prompted an immediate backup strategy to allow future groups to easily find information.  It should be noted that none of the materials found were compared to those uploaded to the WPI report servers, though it is expected that these disks are the only record for much of the material as the library standards exclude files over a set size limit, thus excluding many valuable raw data and 
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imagery archives.  Archival of CD materials was immediately accomplished through a full backup of all disks to the EPICS office computer and later to the ATRC Dropbox.   A more permanent solution was decided to be the purchase of a USB flash drive. The purpose of the drive is to provide a central repository for documents found by the IQP team to have been compiled during the preceding five years of work and to allow future IQP groups access to the data and provide access to data that will have to be reviewed as it is loaded to the Digital Commons site.  First and foremost, the IQP team attempted to store a softcopy of every useful file and record created throughout the IQP project. In addition, the flash drive will store all EPICS digital media backup, the Microsoft Access databases.  
3.2 ATRC Organization and Operation 
3.2.1 Methodology A primary focus of the IQP group was to create a streamlined process for the flow of projects through the lab.  One of the biggest challenges in the lab was coordinating the different activities of the diverse user base.  At the outset of the project it was recognized that any system implemented would require both identification of the typical user workflow and intervention at the points which had resulted in earlier systems breaking down, causing the lab to not only become unsightly, but contain a great deal of underutilized space. Early inspection of the lab revealed disorganization as well as some missing equipment.  It was observed, however, that in addition to items not being put away, many items were grouped inconsistently, or simply returned to a random location. The conclusion drawn from these observations was rather than the lab suffering from frequent theft or an unwillingness of students to clean, that students were likely unable to identify where items had come from once off the shelf.  Additionally, because no protected group storage existed, at the end of a work period groups would simply rush out the door and in the process collect anything they had been working with in the boxes they were taking home with them.  Because groups frequently don’t come back to the lab after the final work is submitted, wherever materials and tools were last located became their new home.   
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Providing a new structure for work within the lab therefore was broken up into providing students with a personal project storage space and creating an equipment management system that provided anyone who works with a piece of equipment a quick, efficient way to fetch and return an item to its proper location.  Based on this strategy it is hoped that users will be encouraged to organize their own belongings and cooperate with classmates to maintain a system that will benefit everyone. Throughout the B-term, the Op’s team dedicated significant time and effort toward getting the contents of the lab cleaned, sorted, and repaired.  Past projects that weren’t actively being used as display pieces were collected in a location where they would not interfere with day to day operations and equipment in the workspaces was put into a state where groups did not have to displace it or one-another’s materials to continue their own projects.   One of the first efforts made was to check the tool inventory in the ATRC to identify and fill any gaps as well as provide students with necessary cleaning supplies so as to avoid undue expectations being placed on campus Facilities staff. (see 8.6: Operations Resources) While evaluating different options to implement a tools inventory system, initial efforts considered using the QR code and the barcode scanner to speed up check in & checkout of lab tools as well as to organize them better. However, the needs of the lab make this level of control unnecessary and thus a less complicated, minimal oversight strategy for the organization of tools was designed. 
3.2.2 Supporting Project Teams One of the goals that developed throughout the project was pursuit of the idea that the majority of teams follow a fairly similar pattern of activities within the lab and if that pattern could be characterized, then the points resulting in disorganization could be addressed. This effort theorized the several logical activity types that students engage in while interacting with the lab environment, specifically: 
 Identifying the piece of equipment or tool that was necessary to complete a task. 
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 Finding that tool in the lab and retrieving it for use on the project with individuals who may not be familiar with such identification and retrieval. 
 Intermittently using the tool or switching between tools used by multiple group members. 
 Repeating the first two steps in reverse order during cleanup times that are usually as rushed as possible. Staff input to these activities is generally limited based on practical availability however, development of a new system would also imply that the administrative constraints to be met would include: 
 Moderate to minimal capital replacement demands as well as essentially zero maintenance requirements. 
 “Easy as breathing” implementation procedures.   
o Users should be able to walk into the lab, approach a workstation and intuitively be able to help themselves without having to retrieve a staff member or randomly search for an item.  
 “Zero Reference” cleanup capable. 
o An individual should be able to have simple intuitive guides to allow them to return items to their correct location without consulting lab references as much as possible. 
 System tolerance for new items as well as items removed from service without having to constantly update labels and maps. This general theory of activities led to the formation of a revised method for maintaining the lab state. 
 Update the cabinet labels with clear holders that can be easily replaced with simple printed or written paper labels. 
 Color coded tag stickers or “paint pen” stripes on tool items which match color coded indicators on storage locations allowing individuals to identify general storage locations for items from most locations within the lab space. 
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 Compilation of a more generalized inventory list with the associated location of items to be posted in the lab. 
3.2.3 Tool Use and Workflow 
3.2.3.1 Tubs A primary focus of the IQP team has been to organize the lab and provide groups working within the facility convenient means to operate in an organized fashion.  This goal was accomplished through the implementation of a group tub storage system wherein each MQP and class project group was provided the option of using at least one 18 gallon plastic storage tub as well as a smaller four quart clear tote for more fragile items.  The transparent label holders developed to display the lists of cabinet contents were reused as team ID label holders.  The immediate effect of this procedure was that the lab’s appearance stayed in the condition that it was restored to following the initial cleaning that was conducted at the project’s outset. 
3.2.3.2 Signs In addition to reorganization of the lab projects and equipment, it was recognized as a critical management point to create signs throughout the lab that fulfilled four basic goals. a. Gain the reader’s attention without sounding offensive, condescending or patronizing.  b. Effectively communicate the message as briefly as possible. c. Build a sense of cooperation between students and staff to keep the lab orderly. 
3.2.3.3 Heavy Lab Assets In addition to filling any immediate need for tools, the larger issue of adapting to the evolving real estate constraints was considered.  While use of larger pieces of movable furniture such as Akrobin™ racks has become unfeasible, smaller bins within fixed furniture pieces are more attractive.  Specific vendors already leveraged by the Electronics & Computing Engineering and Robotics Engineering departments have been evaluated to 
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provide both fixed and floating storage.  While such options are not cost or space effective considering the superior availability of bins & totes from local vendors, in the event that a full fixed asset reorganization becomes possible, such options might be considered.  (see 8.6:Operations Resources) In addition to open storage, the possibility of locking furniture was considered to support both internal operations and student projects which might demand a higher level of security.  While such issues are currently handled by means outside of the ATRC, the ability to secure higher value equipment such as power tools or data acquisition equipment is considered to be appealing. 
3.2.3.4 Tool Inventory  In order to have tools organized at all times, a simple “storage map,” system was developed. The main purpose was to be able to better locate and replace tools, saving time for restructuring by future teams. The lab space was redefined in that all existing cabinets, drawers and shelves have been assigned an alpha-numeric location. Consequently, every tool will have its own location defined. While itemized checkout is not needed it is hoped that such a system will allow the lab to achieve a more self-sustaining state.  The team made an approximately scaled 3D SolidWorks model of the lab layout. (see 8.6.2: SolidWorks Model of ATRC Floor Plan) Having numbers assigned in the lab layout makes it easier to cross check with the tools inventory sheet and quickly identify a storage area. The tool inventory sheet consists of a layout of drawers, cabinets and shelves in blocks. The blocks are again identified alphanumerically.  (see  8.6.4: Drawer Contents Map). Alpha-numeric locations of tools and expensive hardware were obtained by matching numbers of lab space from SolidWorks model with alphabets from drawers, cabinets and shelves.  
3.3 Website Management The new ATRC website was established in 2012 by the Begins and Zeveska IQP group. This IQP group decided to keep the same format but extended the content provided to WPI students and the general public about the ATRC. The purpose of the website is to promote the ATRC project center to Assistive Technology institutions and other 
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organizations in need of assistive technology so that the ATRC can develop its community network and potentially develop new avenues for fund raising. The other purpose is to motivate students to be a part of projects related to assistive technology as well as some of the basic information resources needed to do so.  The ATRC “About Us” session has subtitles titled “Personnel”, “Recent News” and “Courses”. “Personnel” has been updated to include the current IQP team. “Recent News” includes all news updates for the ATRC along with archives of newsletters which have been released since 2012. The “Courses” session is a completely new addition to the site and lists all course descriptions for instruction taking place within the ATRC.  In addition to the updates to “About Us” section, the “Projects” tab was added to the website. This lists what specific MQPs, IQPs and ISPs are currently underway or have recently finished in the ATRC as well as those future projects that the ATRC might host. Having been incorporated from a previously dedicated site, the “EPICS” club tab is now part of the ATRC website. During the 2012-2013 academic year EPICS regained full recognition as a campus student organization.  Last, but not least, under the “Resources” tab, the website links to excerpts from the ATRC Operations Binder.  Since the excerpt is simply a document file, the future updates can easily be updated by anyone familiar MS Word. Furthermore, that document already contains a description on how to access the flash drive where the full version of the Operations Binder and all the ATRC related information is stored. This is a huge advantage for all the students associated with the ATRC because they can acquire the most up to date information at any time.   The team hopes that the above additions provide more insights into the activities and projects the ATRC holds while inspiring WPI students to get involved with the lab.  The html files of the updated ATRC website are available in the flash drive as well. (see 8.10.1: Website Updates) 
3.4 Publications Early in the project, the IQP team made some updates to the lab’s promotional brochure and later provided a simple holder outside the office door.  This idea turned out 
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to be extremely popular with groups touring the campus and at the time of publication it is estimated that approximately 100 brochures a month are distributed. Larger publications providing more in depth coverage of laboratory activities was planned however did not materialize due to time constraints and a focus on the large reorganization activities being undertaken.   The basic format for articles  as well as past examples are present in the digital archive and future teams are encouraged to continue this valuable method of communicating with the community that the ATRC and EPICS groups are most interested in interacting with. (Herzog & Oo, ATRC Flash Drive Digital Archive, 2013) 
3.5 Engineering Projects in Community Services (EPICS) 
3.5.1 Introduction Aiming for the long term goal of lab management sustained by students themselves, the team decided to reestablish the student group focused on activities within the ATRC, EPICS. EPICS has been a part of the ATRC since it was first founded but did not have formal leadership, instead being maintained by students who wanted to conduct further work on projects started in courses related to assistive technology. Having EPICS as an official students club allowed election of officers as well as obtaining school funding which are two main resources required to keep the club running.  During the course of the term, the revival of EPICS was initiated with the intent of reaching two main audiences, students who have some degree of mechanical background who would like to develop a project or skill related to assistive technology devices and students outside of mechanically focused majors where experience with an assistive technology development project would be a valuable asset.  General project idea sources for the club included projects that were brought to the group as a new or continuing introduced by non-students and similar project ideas that would originate from within the student group.  While many of the externally introduced projects were from previously developed student coursework, the availability of projects founded by Professor Hoffman with external sponsors was promoted with the specific goal of demonstrating to the team members the opportunity to benefit individuals with an immediate need. 
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 The recruitment of this group was accomplished through four primary means; word of mouth advertisement by the IQP team, on campus flyer posting, EPICS Facebook page postings and lastly through contact with interested members reached through in-service presentations made by Dr. Hoffman in non-major classes.  Future strategies include submitting the meeting notice to several campus wide email notification newsletters as well as the Mechanical Engineering and Office of Student Life newsletters. Following informal discussions with several prospective club members it was decided to conduct general club meetings consistently in the evenings around the dinner hour, after most classes had concluded for the day.  Additionally, a tentative calendar for the first month of the term was assembled that indicate a consistent gathering time on Friday’s at 5:30 PM for all official club business to be handled as well as any project work that might be agreed upon by the members.  As C term arrived, the IQP team started to proceed with the establishment of EPICS as an official student organization. At the beginning of the term, officer elections were held for six positions; president, vice president, treasurer, secretary, public relations officer and the technical project leader. With the help of the IQP team, EPICS officers drafted the constitution that set EPICS goals, mission statement, values, target activities, budget, officers’ roles and membership requirements.   The mission statement of EPICS is as shown below: 
The goal of EPICS is to develop a robust team of students working together to design, build, 
and deploy real systems that solve engineering-based problems for local community service 
and educational organizations. To achieve this goal, EPICS strives to provide its members with 
valuable hands on project experience they might not otherwise gain. 
3.5.2 Off-Road Tire Wheelchair Adapter Following with the larger purpose of the ATRC itself, the IQP team made its primary goal to encourage EPICS club members to work through the entire development process with an idea and to the greatest degree possible, help its members to become familiar with resources for managing the various aspects of their project.  Beyond basic logistical planning and organization, initial club meetings focused on initiating discussions between 
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members about both broad ideas that they would be interested in developing and brainstorming about the potential hard deliverables that could be produced while fulfilling member interests. Club activities were encouraged to focus on short term projects that could be completed before the close of the year, reserving longer term project support for team members who demonstrate an ability to be self-motivated during the unsupervised summer terms as well as competency for maintaining the lab facility with minimal supervision.  Among many potential projects that came out of discussion, the group showed strong interest in designing a beach friendly wheelchair which allowed the user to drive on sand and potentially snow during a New England winter. The idea was proposed by an individual within the group who had a family requiring an electric wheelchair to travel and was experiencing such problems.   It was hoped that the application of the wheelchair could be further extended to driving on rough terrain without giving up indoor accessibility. The project got even more exciting when a wheelchair for the testing purpose was donated by that same person who initiated the project. This allowed the group to effectively evaluate several design solutions against the actual structure of a wheelchair and then produce drawings around measurements from that vehicle.    The first two weeks of the project were spent studying the design specification sheets of the donated Jaguar electric wheelchair. Based on the exploded views showing how parts were assembled as well as the power rating of the motor, the group was able to narrow down their design solutions to two main areas. One was to modify the wheel hub to enable a different type of wheel such as bubble tire to be attached, extending the contact surface area. The other option was to design a 3D printed tire chain that could be attached in a manner similar to snow chains on a car. In order to assure that the group was making progress and keeping the project going, the group met weekly to discuss progress that had been made and come up with solutions to problems that were encountered along the way. 
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3.5.3 Community Outreach To align with the ATRC missions, EPICS will also strive to collaborate with similar constituencies and university AT centers to offer AT solutions for people with disabilities. The two main goals EPICS strives to achieve are to connect with AT groups around the country and to serve the AT needs in regions around Worcester, particularly in collaboration with Worcester Public Schools and Massachusetts Hospital School which have built connections with the ATRC since its establishment. These two goals will be pursued by EPICS group members in the future and are hoped to include attendance at regional and national design conferences.   EPICS officers identified some university AT centers within the Worcester region and concluded that the goals of the University of Massachusetts, Lowell most closely matched with those of the ATRC. Through contact with U-Mass Lowell, the EPICS group will explore active AT projects, activities and events each college is pursuing and will offer to co-organize or collaborate in one of the projects or the events during the coming year.  In addition to U-Mass Lowell, EPICS will also contact the main EPICS institution at Purdue University to update the status record of EPICS organization at WPI.  Records show that there had been EPICS conferences hosted different university divisions annually since 2009. By helping EPICS institutions at different universities connect to each other, EPICS at WPI hopes to host this annual EPICS conference in the future. 
3.5.4 Campus Events As a newly founded student organization, EPICS needed to make outreach efforts not only to get its name promoted and become recognized on campus, but also to recruit more interested students into the club. As discussed in the previous section, future outreach events will be of two types- on campus events targeted towards students interested in rehabilitation engineering and assistive technology, and community outreach activities, with the goal of allowing members to attend regional and national conferences.   EPICS will also plan to arrange some on campus events in order to raise funding for the club’s activities and pay for project supplies. The club’s funding with regards to the supply of general lab equipment within a range of $100 to $200 will be sponsored by 
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Professor Hoffman. Any other club social activities such as expenses in printing and refreshments for general body meetings will be obtained through the Student Government Association.  Additional expenses not enough to be covered by the first resources will come from EPICS fundraising events.  One of the ideas proposed for fundraising includes a 3D printed “toy” sale. 3D printing has become popular among engineering students at WPI for easy prototyping. By applying that idea to making things people can easily enjoy or use such as phone cases, hipster glasses and so on, EPICS hopes to gain the attention of the campus community while financially providing for its activities.  Some other campus events solely intended to raise the awareness of disabilities and assistive technology is to debut an annual “Assistive Technology fair”. This is the long term goal of the club and is something to be built upon year after year. The fair in general will have posters and presentation sessions along with networking and welcome sessions for potential undergraduates, graduates and students form other universities, as well as interested individuals from the local community.  For the academic year 2013-2014, EPICS plans to start off with holding a speaker’s presentation on the topic of disabilities and assistive technology. The club will try to attain the support from Mechanical Engineering and Biomedical Engineering Departments.  In addition to introducing new events on campus, EPICS will still continue to participate in activities where it has collaborated with other WPI groups over the past couple of years. Touch Tomorrow and Camp REACH are summer activities hosted by WPI to inspire young kids in engineering by introducing them to projects and research accomplished at WPI as well as explaining how science and the humanities are tied together. During special events like this, the ATRC will give people a tour around the lab and give a demonstration of original assistive devices that ATRC students have created. In the future, the ATRC should extend its activities to small engineering workshops for middle and high school students, either through hosting a design competition, presentations or lectures in coordination with WPI. Open house is also a great opportunity for the ATRC to recruit interested prospective students. There are three open house events through the C and D terms of an 
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academic year. In the past ATRC IQP students have prepared informational brochures, and member interest flyers for classes offered at WPI in the area of assistive technology. ( see 8.6.8:  
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EPICS Recruiting Sign)  This preparation can effectively seek for attention and interest from visiting students to WPI. It is important to continue this tradition in the future because the ATRC can definitely showcase great engineering talents of WPI students, particularly in assistive mechanical and electromechanical devices.   
4 DISCUSSION 
4.1 Lab Modernization and Organization Philosophy The overlying objective of the project was not only to organize the lab, but to try and ameliorate the underlying factors that caused it to fall into its early state of disorganization.  The success of these strategies can be summarized by three goals. 
 Successfully increasing  the simplicity of identifying responsibility for any activity in the lab by all individuals present. 
 Minimizing the “non-value” added work necessary for students to keep themselves organized within the spaces for which they are responsible. 
 Simplifying process of navigating the laboratory workspace as much as possible. 
4.2 Operations 
4.2.1 Capital Investment Evaluation The critical purchase items for the project were made during the initial Harbor Freight tool update and the WalMart tub and tote setup purchase.  One critical aspect that will remain under construction through the close of this year’s final report will be the print capabilities within the lab.   While print capabilities were not considered a mandatory item, plans to replace the aging multifunction system connected to the office staff computer were made.   If this purchase is reviewed the system should be considered to have: 1. A B&W laser printer for small office needs. 2. Double sided (duplex) printing. 3. Double sided (duplex) scanning. 4. Cost of cartridge replacement. 
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The IQP team evaluated several other laboratory investments including:  1. A Tablet Computer Research System a. An integrated design and construction workflow incorporating wall mounted tablets that allow for quick access to designs and research materials. 2. Wheelchair Rack Replacement 3. Swipe Card Replacement for key safes and all lab access 4. Stock materials rack reinforcement a. The rack needs backing to prevent materials from falling behind dividers. The primary factor of time, caused these projects to not be pursued, however future teams are encouraged to reevaluate them as their own project constraints allow. 
4.2.2 Project Organization: Google Sites, Google Drives, DropBox & SkyDrive Throughout the course of the course of the 2012-2013 project, the team experimented with the major free project management tools and compared them with basic evaluations of the WPI SharePoint services.  While it was found to be a well-supported and extremely powerful tool, the team preferred the capabilities of free services to those of the SharePoint mainly for reasons of administrative convenience.  Such free sites allow the sharing and compilation of information with new users regardless of their relation to the institute.  Because these logistical challenges are typically the kinds of things that individuals have difficulty with or are most prone to put off until the last minute, the ability to have a single experienced team member be able to make any administrative change necessary, 24 hours a day, was extremely useful.  As the sheer volume of materials created through the course of the project increased, the need to move beyond the basic capabilities of a free Google Site became clear, leading the team to further experimentation with programs like MS Project.  The team found that it was helpful to use Google Docs for creation of documents and Dropbox for storage, though the evolution of MS SkyDrive appears to hold the most promise for the simple reason that it allows multi-user work natively in Microsoft Word, combining many of the features of Google Drive and Dropbox. 
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While no complete solution for the team appears to be on the market at this time, several of the key missing organizational and shared user development components appear to be included in the 2013 version of Microsoft Project and Project Server.  It is hoped that the technical specifications of these products are matched with a shared administration strategy allowing WPI to increase the credential access management provided to students in real time without the oversight of on campus staff by relying on the account structure created by the free version tools.  Gantter, on the other hand, is a free, web based tool to plan project task distribution amongst team members. Gantter is able to get in sync with Google Drive, and therefore it can be easily shared and opened, however as with most tools investigated, cross communication with Microsoft based content is perfect and problems between vendors are more likely to be abandoned or avoided than actually resolved.  Another web tool that became frequently used was the group’s Facebook group’s page, Google drive and drop box are also found to be useful. For instance, if the project takes longer than expected and is to be continued next year, then there is a high chance of losing current team members. By having everything related to project documented electronically, the future team members can build on the existing work instead of starting from scratch.  Hence, building a strong project team requires not only technical understanding and hands-on prototyping skills but also project management skills and most importantly commitment. While freshmen are able to give more time and effort compared to upperclassman, they have relatively little experiences which can be counterbalanced by the upperclassmen that can provide technical assistance. Therefore, equal age distribution across the range class years is a beneficial goal for maintaining a well-rounded group.   
4.3 Student Resource Development Some of the most informative work done over the course of the entire year was the research and development of the administrative and student resource manuals.  Past personal experience of team members allowed these issues to have only been tangentially addressed and thus investigating the manner in which project teams organize their 
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activities provided an extremely valuable experience that should be repeated by future IQP groups.  (see 8.6.1: ATRC Student Resource Handbook- Project Management Outline.) 
4.4 Engineering Projects In Community Service EPICS During the first two terms little activity was pursued relating to EPICS as efforts were focused on getting started with lab improvement projects and laying out organizational plans. During the second half of the year that plan allowed more time for club development, ultimately leading to EPICS having nine active members including five juniors, three sophomores and one a freshman. Most of the members have little or no hands-on experience in open-ended engineering design projects. Especially during this time when the club is new, it was found that guidance from the IQP team helped to maintain direction.  Over the last two terms, the team closely worked together with the EPICS club. This gave the EPICS team a chance to gain some exposure to a typical engineering design process.   Since the project is not supervised by a faculty member, it was recognized as an important responsibility to have individuals available who might lead the project discussion and encourage task delegation to the appropriate project members in order to keep all individuals working.  Frequently the EPICS group struggled with breaking down the problem and defining the steps to be accomplished along a timeline. Although the group had come up with many potential solutions for the beach friendly wheelchair project, the group struggled to settle on one solution and actually implement it. Therefore, the task breakdown, procedure development and timeline of goals are very important to avoid frustration amongst members.  Frequently, the diverse experience of the members leads to a single individual being able to complete all tasks before less experienced members are able to even become familiar with the necessary steps to be taken.  It is for this reason that the ambition of any project must take into account the abilities of its members and those more experienced members must be explicit in defining the necessary steps for project completion, even at the expense of project features, if such an activity is to be a true group activity. Likewise, an emphasis must be made that individuals who are not familiar with the work being done must speak up and not allow themselves to become isolated from the 
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work by taking on assignments which they are completely unprepared for.  These guidelines are easily overlooked, but are critical to avoid ‘boom and bust’ years where the club becomes completely dependent on one person for all work and then collapses when that individual graduates.  While there are many ways to recruit new members on campus through events, club fairs and flyers in general, it is also important to not lose the current interested members. Therefore, EPICS club officers should make sure that all members are on the same page and encourage cooperative work amongst members to provide everyone experience.  
5 RECOMMENDATIONS 
5.1 Project Accomplishments At the close of the 2012-2013 IQP, the list of successfully implemented projects include Microsoft Access database, the Tub Management System, the Inventory List and Cabinet Labeling System, the restoration of the EPICS club with accompanying Off Road Wheelchair Project, and update of the “Play Therapy Biome” project to interact with campus tour groups via optical interface. 
5.2 Recommendations to Future IQP teams 
5.2.1 Data archival A central goal of previous teams has been to make full use of work that has been done by earlier groups.  That goal was continued by the current team and the larger goal of providing a more complete archival resource was initiated.  While several tools were found that accomplished the goal and a database of current materials created, the implementation of the ATRC Digital Commons site is believed to be the best long term solution for creating a searchable archive of reference materials specifically relating to the activities within the ATRC.  While full implementation of this site was not possible within the current projects time constraints, creation of the ATRC Digital Commons page should ultimately allow for a continuously updatable archive of materials derived for future groups.  Upon first 
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availability of the site, creation of an organizational structure is critical.  Recommendations for the outline of such a structure might include: 1. IQP/ MQP/PHD Paper Submissions a. Gordon Library Synchronized copy of official submission b. Automated generation of a page associated with each paper where supplemental materials can be uploaded.  This resource is meant to include materials that currently reside on the lab flash drive, however it is important to remember to review release rights for each project with Professor Hoffman. c. A full text accessible search tool.   i. The Gordon Library is currently providing search access to the legacy keywords associated with each paper as well as the digitized text of the abstract.  A primary benefit to using the Digital Commons tool is that full text searching within all site documents can be accomplished.  While integration of this tool is still in progress, future IQP teams should strongly consider attending an in-service provided by library staff or the Digital Commons vendor to become familiar with the capabilities of the software tool as quickly as possible in order to accommodate the extensive time commitment that content creation represents. d. Collection of mirrored web sites presenting tutorials that provide training for common activities within the lab. 
5.2.2 Project Organization One of the most critical and most challenging aspects of maintaining integrity of the laboratory management system was the implementation and maintenance of an organizational plan.  Such systems are frequently taught to be implemented through the use of Gantt charts, however, because the intermediary requirements and goals are so frequently changing, that the ability to track and document project processes is an easily overwhelming process. 
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While early planning of the project focused on free software solutions, subsequent experience made it clear that the demands of such a large and complicated project are nearly impossible to meet with any of the currently available free packages that were found.  While several templates are available through both Google Documents and Google Apps, the ability to coordinate between team members seems to be offset by the lack of features.  For our team this realization came too late to allow for the implementation of the intended management system. Experience acquired over the course of three terms lead to the conclusion that implementation of a Microsoft Project based system showed the greatest potential for effective planning, coordination, and documentation.  This conclusion, however demands that teams be committed to maintaining a well-managed strategy and are willing to commit to learning the necessary software at the outset of the project when the reliance on such a system can be constrained to the broad planning for subsequent work. Key procedural recommendations for developing future project management systems are as follows: 1. Research and define the requirements of the project management software. a. Key factors to consider include: i. The ability to create standard Gantt charts for planning the tasks and the time commitments for all activities in a hierarchical format. ii.  The ability to have basic “Resource” allocation associated with activities on the Gantt chart. 1. Allows for scheduling of large groups in a single document. 2. Allows for integration of contacts made throughout the entire project in a single location. a. This feature can either be used to eliminate or work in conjunction with the existing ATRC contacts database. b. Because this feature can tie directly in with the schools contact directory, initial setup may require assistance from WPI Tech Support. 
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iii. The ability to embed other documents within the MS Project file (such as PDF, Word and Excel files) and manage them with effective revision control. 1. Allows for the tracking of project material as well as personnel using them. a. Again, allows for central storage and organization of documents used for accounting through the “Insert Object” Feature. b. This ability is probably most easily used to support more common tools for students like Google Documents or Dropbox. iv. The ability to provide an effective equivalent to popular calendar tools like Google Calendar or the Outlook Calendar associated with all WPI students’ user profiles. 1. Microsoft Project has a “Resource Pool” and basic contact management abilities that combine many features of other tools used by students such as WhenToMeet.com and Google Calendar. (Microsoft, Inc., 2013) The MS Project Web App, Project Server, and SharePoint programs appears to have been more effectively expanded in the 2013 release to incorporate the multi-user features that attract many students to Google Documents as well as the file sharing abilities of Dropbox.com.  While this new release does seem to offer the best option from a feature based perspective, there are several critical convenience issues that must be addressed for a team to effectively use the tools that are freely available through WPI. 1. Software SharePoint setup and training through WPI support staff. a. While the 2013 Office update is scheduled and reasonably functionality exists with the currently available 2010 release, the tools do not appear to be frequently used and thus in person training from campus should be considered. 2. Effective self-training resources. 
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a. Microsoft’s documentation for this and many of its other products remain challenging for many individuals as their site is frequently found to be difficult to navigate and composed of text only instructions for its graphical program interfaces. b. Future IQP teams interested in more information on the more intuitive features of MS Project 2010 thru the advanced Web App and SharePoint capabilities provided in the MS Project 2013 are recommended to review the MS Project Files on the flash drive repository.  (Microsoft Inc., Project 2010 Support, 2010), (Herzog & Oo, ATRC Flash Drive Digital Archive, 2013) 
5.3 Overview of Operations Administration and Student Resource Binders In an effort to aid in creating a documentation and review structure around the project, several lab binders were created with resources for groups working within the lab.  These are intended to be a centralized location for the storage of items like sign templates and Standard Operating Procedure documents to allow future teams to have quick access to reference material that might otherwise be more difficult to find within the digital archives.   These binders should not be confused for whatever larger organizational system is created for individual team materials.  By keeping the Ops binders as strict collections of finished material that can be used by future teams, it is hoped that a polished reference can be provided for material that is inherently useful in hard copy format. Development of a standard weekly task list is a strongly recommended activity for future teams.  While normal project commitments will include the typical “Accomplishments & Goals” list associates with progress reports, having a running check list will improve consistency in the care of the lab and help avoid accumulation of clutter that can bring effective use of the lab to a standstill.   (Herzog & Oo, ATRC Student Resource Handbook, 2013), (Herzog, Oo, & ., ATRC Administration Handbook, 2013), (DiRoma, Levine, Mensah, Ryan, & Perry, 2012) 
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5.3.1 New Term Task List: 1. Insure that old projects are cleared out of the lab as soon as possible to make room for the new term’s work. 2. Make sure that teams fill out tub slips with all information. 3. Make sure that there are a sufficient number of tubs for all incoming teams. 4. Make sure that lab signs are current. 5. Do a quick drawer check & cabinet check to make sure that things aren’t completely out of order. a. This will help familiarize you with the location of things in the lab. b. It is also the easiest way to stop the breakdown of organization that gets exponentially worse the longer you let things go. 
5.3.2 Three Term IQP Binder Sections:   It is recommended to keep a project binder with dividers for the following section: 1. IQP Guidelines: Use as Syllabus a. The overall project goals. (Deliverables checklist) 2. A project calendar with major event dates or equivalent integrated into the calendar tool preferred by the team members. 3. Weekly Meeting Minutes 4. Running Ops Project Activity List:  a. Printed copy of Gantt chart where notes can be taken. b. Project Term Calendars 5. Business Cards/ Important Contacts a. Printed from student cell to avoid loss at end of term. 6. Website Notes 7. Account Records a. Financial b. Websites (Google, Dropbox, etc.) 8. A print out of the Gantt Chart that you can make notes on (Excluding those who are extremely skilled at keeping the digital copy up to date.) 
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9. Lab Projects Budget 10. Receipts (In a clear sheet holder) 11. EPICS project information and progress notes. 12. Report Information a. Brochure b. Newsletters c. Key notes for final report. 
5.3.3 Weekly tasks: 1. Maintain clear counters and floor workspace. 2. Emphasize that each team is responsible for containing project materials within their tubs. 3. Make sure that tools aren’t lying out.  Make sure the lab is not an embarrassment when the occasional unannounced tour group shows up! a. Don’t be afraid to address issues with a specific project to keep the lab accessible for everyone. i. Do they need an extra tub? ii. Do they need to spend more time cleaning up before leaving the lab? iii. If tools are not cared for let the teams know. 1. Use sign that mentions items not properly stored will be made “Check out/ key access only”  
5.4 Available Project Opportunities 
5.4.1 K9 Support Harness for Users with Limited Balance The K9 Support Harness project is already actively integrated into the life of the off campus sponsor who presented the case.  The current design requires that the user provide actuation force on the pin retraction loop in the downward to allow the handle to be stored in the lowered position.  This state is important because it allows the service animal to rest on the floor or travel under low furniture without a collision.  Due to current limits and anticipated loss of dexterity and balance, this method of disengaging the handle lock 
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creates a higher than desired risk for fall with additional risk for impacting the still locked and upright handle.  A future design revision would focus on redesigning the locking pin retraction mechanism to meet several requirements: 1. The actuating motion must not pose a fall risk for a free standing individual having a reduced sense of balance. 2. That the actuating mechanism must make use of some hand powered means of operation with a low force input. 3. That the actuating mechanism must be compact, lightweight, and possess sufficient durability to withstand years of use. 4. Any modifications must also not cause undue stress on the service animal. 
 
Figure 5-1: Dog Harness Device with Folding Hinge Close-up 
5.4.2 Butterfly Play Therapy Biome Update  While initial plans were to pass this project on to future IQP teams, budget and time constraints encouraged initiation of the project during the 2012-2013 terms.  The current implementation makes use of a standard R3 Arduino Uno microcontroller and IR Optical sensor for distance sensing of the participant.  Use of a low cost photodiode and hardware 
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interrupt allow the IR sensor to be powered only when an actual participant is interacting with it, thus making best use of the relatively shorter lifespan of the higher value IR sensing component. 
 
Figure 5-2: Distance Sensing Circuit and Controller 
5.4.2.1 Biome Continuation and Opportunities Both the aesthetic and technical aspects of this project make it an appealing piece for gaining the interest of campus visitors.  As such, potential interest from other departments, such as robotics and electrical engineering should be explored for display opportunities during visitor events that the ATRC is not participating in.  It is furthermore recognized that this basic style of using contact free user input to create a low cost, highly interactive experience should be further developed for projects focusing on enjoyable play experiences as well as those simply working to engage and inspire the WPI campus community. 
5.4.3 Internal Operating Equipment As in any lab, there are a variety of jobs that arise from unique situations where the solution, while not technically challenging, pose the need for a sufficient time commitment toward making operations within the lab clean, safe and organized. 
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5.4.3.1 Vacuum Hose Clamp for Drill Press Specifically targeted for a future individual with an interest in 3D printing on campus, a vacuum hose clamp for the drill press is needed for users of the drill press to simply fix the hose to the drill press table or main support post so they can remove chips while keeping both hands free.  Use of the vacuum is extremely helpful in the lab as cutting tools and computers that can ingest the dust and material chips through fans are frequently in close proximity. 
5.4.3.2 Vacuum Hose Clamp/ Holder for Bench Tops Similar to the idea behind the drill press mount, this relatively simple model and subsequent 3D print would be a valuable tool for keeping the lab clean during use around floating projects. 
5.4.3.3 Grouped Fittings Containers Future groups ought to consider organizing the loose boxes of fittings into larger ones organized by size.  While the conventional fitting catalog might not integrate immediately into the lab, grouping fittings by diameter would make working in the lab easier in addition to improving its appearance.  Several extra clear cubby boxes were purchased so this project can be continued as time allows.  Dividers in plastic bins should be hot glued down to prevent them from getting knocked out during use or transport. 
5.4.3.4 Miscellaneous Lab Improvement Projects I. Shelving Procurement for Storage Room Organization I. Organization of ATRC storage room to keep large projects from being stored in main lab work area. II. Addition of backing beams to raw material storage rack.   I. To stop materials from constantly falling out of slots as rack slides away from the wall through typical use. 
5.5 Engineering Projects In Community Service EPICS One of the key goals to thrive on campus is to build strong connections with the student community. One way to do is to collaborate with student clubs which have similar 
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or mutually beneficial goals as EPICS. The Collablab is an exemplary club for this. It has been active for two years under the management and leadership of students themselves. Within the past two years, the Collablab has been a useful resource in students’ personal projects by providing necessary lab tools, workspaces and storage areas as well as serving as a resource for students to share experience.  The team urges EPICS to adapt Collablab guidelines for project and team management. For instance, EPICS needs to address the issue of having the lab monitored when people are working in the ATRC. It is impractical to allow key access to all current EPICS members since this will just cause excessive technical complications. The team recommends the procedure of selecting lab monitors and having the lab open at the hours those individuals are available.  As for a club as small as EPICS, the lab monitors can be appointed to the executive board. Consequently, this will encourage the members to take leadership roles in EPICS. Another way is to set a regular lab open hours during week days when any student can have access. However, this method will be more suitable for the term period when there are students who need to the use the ATRC lab for their course projects.  The process for selecting lab monitors should be relatively simple. There will be two kinds of quizzes, a general one required for any student to get a lab access and another one specifically testing their knowledge and experience with equipment in the ATRC lab. Sample quizzes are made available on the flash drive. (8.1: Project CD to Flash Drive Backup). The most important criteria are such members’ commitment progress and safety, recognizing the responsibility that comes with such a position. To aim for continuity and long term success of the club, EPICS need to keep hardcopies of paperwork related to the club constitution as well as all the research done for projects whenever possible. The current EPICS secretary keeps them in a binder that is stored in the ATRC office. Future EPICS groups should look into the digital storage or flash drive kept in the ATRC office before they start on making a new electronic storage drive or a binder of hardcopies. Looking into these resources will give the future EPICS group helpful direction through use of material the IQP teams have cumulatively developed over the last 5 years. (see 8.1: Project CD to Flash Drive Backup) 
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It is also expected that EPICS will work together with the future IQP teams in promoting the ATRC and helping it to run according to the standard operation procedures. (see 8.1: Project CD to Flash Drive Backup). Some of the activities that the IQP teams should collaborate with EPICS on include, table-sitting for prospective members at activities fair in A and C term and giving a tour to the ATRC lab in open house events.  If the EPICS group includes people with talents in website and layout design, they are encouraged to contribute in outreach activities such as designing and updating the website as well as helping to publish an annual newsletter.  
5.5.1 Project Handoff- State 
5.5.2 Hand-Off State Information At the close of the 2012-2013 school year EPICS will have completed a fair portion of the first project since the club was reestablished.  Lead by the work of project manager Sara Chamberlain, and supported by the entire EPICS organization, work on the rear adapter plates as well as a circle cutting jig for use with the plasma cutter successfully completed.  The first operations done with the plasma cutter by hand resulted in parts that were considered to be less than optimal and as a result finishing were made using one of the CNC mills.   Sarah has volunteered to complete the remaining work on the front wheels over the summer and so it is anticipated that the beginning of the 2013-2014 school year will see the club ready to start a new activity. During the summer is recommended that the officers of the club accomplish the following: 
 Contact existing members to build interest at least a week before the start of the new term. 
 Sign up for the club fair and prepare a display with the project from the previous year. 
 Set a date for the first meeting and flyer the campus to build interest in potential members. 
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Figure 5-3: Plasma Circle Cutting Jig Mounted on Bubble Tire Adapter Stock  
 
Figure 5-4: Wheel Hub Adapter Plate Machined by CNC 
6 CONCLUSION Over the course of what eventually became a full year at the Worcester Polytechnic Institute, this team was provided the opportunity to evaluate and experiment with some of the first ideas toward directly improving the actual work environment that other students 
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were required to interact with. These ideas depended on the collaboration of individuals with diverse skill sets to allow each team members to make valuable project contributions including extensive research on background content and careful time management with regards to evaluation and implementation of solutions to project goals.  This IQP project was successful in that it embodies the WPI core IQP concept which is the interaction of humanities and with the sciences.  Through the work done by this project is hoped that a foundation has been cast that will allow those individuals working within the Assistive Technology Resource Center to realize more ambitious goals, furthering not only their own education, but a community of individuals whose lives are improved by a student’s contribution.   
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8 APPENDICES 
8.1 Project CD to Flash Drive Backup An outline of the files to be included in the flash drive and how they will be arranged is listed below.  It should be noted that this list is provided only as an outline of the living repository developed for backup of the ATRC’s information resources. 1. Lab Operations a. Work space i. Lab Layout and Drawer Map ii. Tools Inventory iii. High Value Hardware Loan List iv. Signs and Instructions v. Label Templates 1. Small tubs 2. Big tubs 3. Drawers b. Lab Schedule Calendar c. Standard Computer Software List d. Useful Operations Contact Info e. Budget Summary 2. Database a. Microsoft Access Database i. ATRC Projects ii. ATRC Contacts and AT Resources b. 2005 Contact List (exclusive) c. Collaboration with Digital Commons i. Project proposal to WPI Gordon Library ii. Recommendation for future IQPs (Excerpt from 2012-13 report) d. Project Resource Handouts for students i. Project Management Outline 
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ii. Web-based Resource iii. Instructables Tutorial for Making Cabinet Label Holders iv. On campus Resource 1. Excel template 2. Digital files a. WPI rapid prototyping Guidelines b. WPI and Versa Company Laser Cutter PDF c. RBE 2001 Kit Information 3. External Communications and Marketing a. ATRC brochure template b. ATRC newsletter template c. ATRC logo d. ATRC website e. Marketing Document 4. EPICS a. EPICS Constitution b. Collablab_SampleQuiz_MembershipRequirement c. EPICS Budget plan for 2013-2014 d. EPICS Contact Information e. EPICS Public Relations i. EPICS flyer ii. EPICS digital media back-up  f. Projects i. Wheelchair Adapter_SponsorshipLetter_TireSpec ii. Available Projects 
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8.2 EPICS Electric Beach Wheel Chair Sponsorship Letter. 
 
To whom it may concern,  Engineering projects in Community Service (EPICS) is a club at WPI that has been recently resurrected. This club’s mission is to help people with handicaps, through technology. Our club has not been officially chartered by the college, so the current year’s project is being supported through looking for component donations.  We are currently working on a wheelchair that can use common ATV tires to drive on the beach. This project was started with a personal interest in Assistive Technology to help my sister. My sister has a severe physical disability called cerebral palsy. This disability strips her of many physical freedoms such as the ability to walk and talk. I then presented my idea of making a wheelchair that drives on the beach to EPICS and it was accepted as the club’s yearly project. Our current goal is to create an adapter between a wheelchair hub and a similar sized ATV tire. For that reason we would be interested in old tires and any hubs to fit that tire. Any donations to this cause will be greatly appreciated.  Thank You for Your Time,  Sarah Chamberlain  Project Manager  
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Figure 8-1: Existing Beach Wheelchair with Custom Tires 
 
Figure 8-2: Project Test Chair 
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8.3 Database Proposal to Gordon Library  
2012 Assistive Technology Resource Center- Laboratory Operations Digital Archive Project 
 
Dale Herzog &  Wut Yee Oo 
1/23/2013 
History and Overview of ATRC The Assistive Technology Resource Center (ATRC) was founded by Professors Allan Hoffman and Holly Ault in 1999 when funding from Fairlawn Foundation was awarded to the Rehabilitation Laboratory at WPI's Mechanical Engineering Department. The purpose of the ATRC is to connect students at WPI with disabled individuals in the Worcester 
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community and allow them to develop engineering skills while providing customized or modified assistive technology devices. Additionally, the lab provides facilities for WPI mechanical engineering students to pursue class projects as well as ISPs, IQPs, MQPs and PhDs related to the design, fabrication and testing of assistive and rehabilitation engineering devices. 
Problem Statement In the 13 years since its establishment there have been over 70 projects as well as hundreds of class projects which have passed through the ATRC.  As the community of lab users grows, there it is necessary to update the ATRC in order to keep the facility in state where it is most able to serve WPI students and project recipients. One of the most critical problems to be addressed is the construction of a database which is to be the repository for of all completed and ongoing undergraduate projects as well as PhD thesis papers and other research related to AT.  Although past IQPs have compiled a sizable volume of information to be stored in the database, none of them have been properly digitized and indexed in a manner that would allow a user to search and extract the desired information in a convenient manner. 
Methodology  WPI Gordon Library has purchased new digital archive software called Digital Commons. Since information related to the ATRC needs to be updated at least twice a year with information of which much is already stored by the school, it is best to have a stable, dedicated source like the WPI Gordon Library in charge of controlling the database and associated archives. As part of this IQP project's goals, the database requirements and associated files will be used as the first use case for the library.  It is therefore our goal to help the library not only by providing a searchable archive that allows ATRC students and faculty to dig as deep as technologically possible through the intellectual capital accumulated through previous work, but to provide whatever reference possible through the process of future interface design and feature development for the library. The database demonstrated for the library will include the extensive work of previous IQP groups that have documented almost a complete list of projects and research 
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work up to 2011 in a combination of Microsoft database and word processing formats.  Project and research work was taken from digital copies from the WPI Gordon library's Projects Database as well as the original ATRC website and hard copies from Professor Hoffman which were stored since 1989.  This repository adds up to approximately 90 projects in total, each with a size of 50 to 120 pages in files ranging from 1 to 10 MB depending submission format or scan resolution.  The projects included are comprised primarily of Interactive Qualifying Projects (IQP) and Major Qualifying Projects (MQPs) in addition to with seven MS Theses and nine specially selected course projects.  The draft format of the database was developed and modified from the database by the previous IQPs. The following shows the categories and subcategories under which the data will be indexed by the document creator.  In addition, the database shall include a link to access the electronic project if it is available online. 
Projects Database • Project Name • Date • Project Type • Graduate Thesis  • Interactive Qualifying Project (IQP) • Major Qualifying Project (MQP) • Independent Study Project (ISP) • Course project • Advisor(s) • Sponsor(s) • Student(s) 
• Abstract • Awards • Client’s Age • Less than 6 • Child (6-12) • Teen (3-19) • Elderly (>65) • Multiple Ages • Primary disability • Mobility • Cognitive • Vision • Hearing 
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• Speech • Muscular Dystrophy • Traumatic Brain Injury • Spinal cord Injury • Cerebral Palsy • Arthrogryposis • Dystonia • Assistive Technology • Wheelchair Adaptations • Computer Access • Prostheses and Orthoses • Everyday Living Aids • Wheelchair Add-ons • Communication • Safety • Context • Home • School • Workplace • Institution • Group Home • Community • Nursing Home • Gymnasium/ Outdoors 
• Useful in all contexts
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Once the format is determined, a draft sample program with a feature similar to a search engine was prototyped in Microsoft Access. Microsoft Access has a user interface and the system can be easily exported to an HTML format for testing through an online interface. There are two kinds of forms, one to import data into the database and another to search and generate query responses from the database. Figure 1 shows the former wherein a drop down menu will allow the users to select the sub-categories previously discussed and to add additional headings as allowed by administrative staff.  
 
Figure 8-3: The ATRC Projects Database Form  Figure 8-4 shows the forms where the users can query the database by typing keywords into the desired fields. Clicking on the "Search" button will display the matched result which is a listing of forms compiled in Figure 8-3. 
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Figure 8-4: The ATRC Projects Database Search Form 
Recommendations  To further extend the Access database to the DigitalCommons repository system requires several modifications.  First of all, the team proposes that DigitalCommons should include a separate ATRC folder specifically referencing the database as a unique collection of materials. This collection would include the projects listed in the previously constructed database and should be linked to the corresponding e-projects in the Gordon Library Projects archive so that the user can access to it.  For undigitized reports, instructions on how to obtain access through a library loan or to the appropriate professor should be included.    In addition to a content creator rights management system for public and campus community members, some system to allow users to append or comment on the existing project material might be developed.  This effort would revolve around the underlying goal of having users of any resource be able to add value to the material as well as there be an opportunity for content managers to implement a "tagging" feature for collecting aggregate information on the use of any document.  This information, which is commonly used on social websites, would be used to improve correlated search returns.  Furthermore, the opportunity for derivative works to have a simple user based interface or even automated process for linking to referenced material would help to create a valuable network for following the progression of an idea in a style similar to that of wiki pages on the internet.  
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This style allows future content creators to be easily directed toward unfamiliar topics that could benefit their own ideas and allow the interactive research methods that have already made standard web resources so successful.   The existing system for inclusion of multimedia materials should be incorporated into the topic linking, tagging and indexing system so that users may more rapidly evaluate the value of a resource rather than relying on a document cross-reference or their own willingness to blindly review these possibly under-defined materials on the chance that they will be of value.  In addition to Microsoft Office files, these resources are expected to include any of the common image, video, CAD, and scientific software formats not to mention code archives for a variety of languages. Other capabilities and features that should be considered in DigitalCommons are its search depth through the files and retrieval of relevant files at a minimum. The current existing Gordon Library database only uses Adobe Reader Text Recognition OCR and the search does not go beyond abstract session. With DigitalCommons, the team proposes that the basic search option should include a simple search box as in Google homepage and it should only retrieve results which have a user’s input keyword matched with those specified by a document owner.  The advanced search option can have a similar format with the sample Access database mentioned earlier.  A good search capability is crucial. 
Conclusion  The team intends to meet with Gordon Library on a monthly to biweekly basis, and is committed to provide the complete public documentation of projects, research work, and any other guidance that might be possible in order to aid in the development of the DigitalCommons site.  While it is understood that the time constraints of the IQP prevent the group from completing the DigitalCommons project, it is our greatest hope that we may act as a valuable test group during the project's development and serve to lay the groundwork for future collaboration between the Gordon Library and ATRC Operations Project groups. 
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8.4 Engineering Projects in Community Service (EPICS) 
8.4.1 Off-road Wheelchair Adapter Project- Tire Specification 
 
  
Figure 8-5: Greenball Towmaster Trailer Tire and White Wheel 16.5x6.50-8 (5 Lug) 
 Greenball Towmaster Trailer Tire and Wheel Price: $43.00 each: Mounted on rim & inflated. (Ready to mount). SKU: 08908505RW  Size:  16.5x6.50-8  Ply Rating:  6  Mounted Diameter:  16.7 Inches  Section Width:  6.6 Inches  Bolt Pattern:  5 on 4.5  Notes:  White Wheel  Manufacturer: Greenball Tire Load Range: C Ply Rating: 6 Bolt Pattern: 5 on 4.5 Lugs: 5 Overall Diameter: 16.7 Inches Section Width: 6.6 Inches Tread Depth: 7 (32nds) Max Load: 795 lbs.  Website: http://www.petestirestore.com/Trailer-Tires-and-Trailer-Wheels/Mounted-Trailer-Tires/Greenball-Towmaster-Trailer-Tire-and-White-Wheel-16-5x6-50-8-5-Lug-p3569.html   
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8.5 Project Resources 
8.5.1 Recommended Hardware Tools 
8.5.1.1 Arduino Development Kits 
 
Figure 8-6: Example of a Basic Arduino Force Sensing Kit- (JS Arduino Starter kit) 
8.5.2 Tutorials and Web References 
Tutorial Video Links 1. Designing with Microcontrollers: Cornel Online Courses a. http://www.infocobuild.com/education/audio-video-courses/electronics/ece4760-spring2012-cornell.html 2. Basic Shop Skills Video Series: MIT Tech TV- Machining Skills for Prototype 
Development: a. Basic b. Layout Techniques c. Basic Tools: Drill Press, Band Saw, Belt Sander & Grinder d. Locating and Drilling Holes e. Tapping Holes f. http://ttv.mit.edu/videos/142-machine-shop-1 3. Sparkfun Crash Course In Soldering: 
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a. http://www.sparkfun.com/tutorials/354 4. Sparkfun: Using the Flex Force Pressure Sensor  a. http://www.sparkfun.com/tutorials/389  5. Fritzing:  Software and Electronics Hardware Development:  a. http://fritzing.org/welcome/ b. http://www.fabiobiondi.com/blog/2009/11/arduino-and-electronic-sensors-proximity-light-force-and-tilt/ c. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jE3lhjpWTVo 6. Online training courses on Computer Science, Electrical and Computer Engineering a. www.coursea.org 7. Basic Electronic components reading a. http://www.robotshop.com/PDF/eck-10-manual.pdf 8. A complete version of MIT video training tutorials for machine shop skills a. http://www.home-machine-shop.com/links-7-books.htm 9. Understanding motor and gearbox design a. http://www.instructables.com/id/Understanding-Motor-and-Gearbox-Design/ 10. Servo motor basics a. reading - http://www.robotplatform.com/knowledge/servo/servo_tutorial.html b. disassembly - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-XSXfqd1N58&feature=related 11. Arduino and servo motor a. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F2SYGGqxxEo b. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dTzrARIHYgE&feature=channel&list=UL 12. Project Management tools a. Microsoft Project 
i https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sPwURRG9_Gs&feature=related  b. Gantt Project 
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i http://www.ganttproject.biz/  c. Ganter 
i www.app.ganter.com  13. Use sheet protectors to make label holders a. http://www.instructables.com/id/Divide-Your-Page-Protectors/ 14. Project Brainstorming a. www.Kickstarter.com b. www.instructable.com c. www.hackaday.com 15. Selected resources on Assistive Technology a. www.Abledata.com  b. www.Assistivetech.net  c. http://www.resna.org/ 16. Rapid Prototyping a. See Rapid Prototyping pptx  (Herzog & Oo, ATRC Flash Drive Digital Archive, 2013)     
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8.5.3 Project Management Tools Examples: 
8.5.3.1 Ganter.com 
 
Figure 8-7: Example Chart Created with Ganter.com Site 
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8.5.4 Campus Resources 
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8.6 Operations Resources 
8.6.1 ATRC Student Resource Handbook- Project Management Outline 1. Phase I: Planning   a. Project Readiness Package b. Background Research c. Decision Matrix for Critical Parameter Definition d. Peer Review Tool e. 2nd Peer Review Tool f. Project Plan  2. Phase II: Systems Level Design a. Functional Decomposition b. Customer Needs c. Engineering Specifications d. House of Quality e. Morph Analysis f. Concept Generation g. Software Architecture h. Motor Control Architecture i. Risk Analysis j. System Design Review Pre-Read k. Projector Capability Experiment  3. Phase III: Detailed Design a. System Overview b. Graphical User Interface (GUI) Design c. Shearing Test Protocol d. Motor Driver & Controller e. Resin Bath Design f. Build Platform Assembly Design g. CAD Drawings h. Bill of Materials 
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i. Motor Controller Communication j. New Risks k. MSDII Testing Outline l. Detailed Design Review Pre-Read m. Detailed Design Review Post-Read  4. MSDII Project Plan a. Integrated Bath Testing b. Fully Integrated Testing c. Testing Scenario Spreadsheet d. Final Presentation e. Technical Paper f. Project Poster g. User Manual h. Build Gallery 
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8.6.2 SolidWorks Model of ATRC Floor Plan 
 
Figure 8-8: 2D Floor Plan  
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Figure 8-9: 3D Floor Plan 
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8.6.3 Labels 
8.6.3.1 Drawer Label Samples 
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8.6.3.2 Large Tub Label 
 
8.6.3.3 Clear Tote Label 
 
8.6.4 Drawer Contents Map 
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8.6.5 High Value Inventory Implementation Example 
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Item Status Description Tag Number Loaned To Loan Start Date Expected Return Loanee Contact Loanee Email Department
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Dremel Rotary Tool Missing
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8.6.6 SOP Archives 
8.6.6.1 Conference Room Scheduling: SOP#:  001-2013 R1 
 
8.6.6.2 Open House Prep List: SOP#:  002-2013 R1 
 
Scheduling Procedure for the  
ATRC Conference Room (HL-123)  
SOP#:  001-2013 R1 
 1. To request a room time please fill in the 
following information in the desired time slot: 1. Class: (ME-2300) 2. Group Name or Number (ATRC Ops Team) 3. Time: (8:00-10:00 AM) 4. Professor’s Name: (Prof. Hoffman)  
Open House Prep List 
SOP#:  002-2013 R1 
 1. Check out laptop and projector from the ATC office.   1. 48 hour reservation lead recommended. 2. Loop the EPICS WPI video on the projector during unguided tours. 2. Clean and organize lab. 3. Set out past projects around the lab with their title card.   4. Be aware of the group you’re presenting too. (Potential students vs. touring educational developers vs. potential sponsors.)  .  
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8.6.7 Scheduling Binder Weekly Planner 
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8.6.8 EPICS Recruiting Sign 
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8.6.9 Drawer Label Holders from Sheet Protectors   
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8.7 Laboratory Signs 
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8.8 Archival Software Research:  
 
1) Archiving Software i) DT search alternatives (a) Cons 1. Costs 2. Higher server loading. (b) Pros 1. Works out of the box./ Instant implementation 2. Has technical support out of the box so it can be fixed after programmer leaves school (c) Other info 1. DT search i. Quick start ii. HTML based iii. http://www.dtsearch.com/PLF_web_2.html iv. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O-O5-jIfalk v. Example Web search     vi. DT Search Web with Spider: http://www.dtsearch.com/PLF_web_2.html vii. Demo: http://support.dtsearch.com/Support/demos/forms/BooleanSearch/dtsearch.html (d) Info to find 1. Cost of software? 2. How much space does index take on hard drive? / Server resources? 3. Permissions access? (People With WPI ID/General public/ ATRC Members) ii) Integrate into school database (a) Can school process project files the same way it does MQP/ IQP papers? iii) Writing our own database (a) Time and learning commitments? iv) Copernic (a) Has free version and paid version (i) Costs: Desktop is free 1. Pro= $49 2. Corporate= $59  per seat (required for web interface) i. How does client licensing work? ii. Can search link be added to a webpage? (b) Comparison between versions 1. http://www.copernic.com/en/products/desktop-search/cds-compare.html (c) Desktop version 1. http://www.copernic.com/en/products/desktop-search/index.html v) Windows Desktop Search 4.0 (a) Free (b) Questions 1. Can it be used through web interface?/ Can it access network drives? 2. General FAQ i. http://windows.microsoft.com/en-US/windows7/Improve-Windows-searches-using-the-index-frequently-asked-questions vi) X1 Pro (a) Free and paid versions (b) http://www.x1.com/  
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8.9 Standard Operations Contact List 1. Office related work  a. Canning, Statia M. [scanning@WPI.EDU] 2. Lab Cleaning a. Larry from HL office, 1st floor 3. Software a. Randolph H.  Robinson [rhr@WPI.EDU] 4. IT person a. Allan E. Johannesen [aej@WPI.EDU] 5. WPI Gordon Library Digital Commons Archivist a. Colati, Jessica [jcolati@WPI.EDU] 
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8.10 ATRC Marketing Documents 
8.10.1 Website Updates 
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8.10.2 ATRC Informational Brochures 
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8.10.3 ATRC 2013 Spring Newsletter 
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